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Bitcoin Confirms New Position Uptrend
April has been a banner month so far for Bitcoin prices. In fact, the world’s first 
decentralized digital currency has gained 30% in the last 30 days amid the 
largest buying volume in more than a year. The combination of solid price action 
on larger than normal volume pushed Bitcoin into its first Position uptrend 
within our trend trading system since 2017. It appears that the bottom set back 
in December of 2018 may have indeed been the
low in this present cycle. Is there more upside 
ahead? The charts suggest the answer is yes.
Stay tuned!



VIDEO: Cryptocurrency Investing 101
In this fascinating and very exciting 
Platinum-member only presentation, 
economist and trading coach Jerry Robinson 
explores the current paradigm shift with the 
advent of blockchain technology and Bitcoin, 
and why this offers potentially explosive 
long-term profits for investors. And later, he 
escorts members on a simple walkthrough of 
how to buy their first cryptocurrency. 
Watch Now

https://followthemoney.com/cryptocurrency-investing-101/


2019 Cryptocurrency Investment Report
We are pleased to announce that we will be 
releasing our brand new 2019 Cryptocurrency 
Investment Report tomorrow (Monday, April 8). 
This 25-page report will include our top 12 
cryptocurrency investment picks for 2019 along 
with price targets and much more. 

All Gold and Platinum members will receive 
complimentary access to this new report. Watch 
your email inbox for its release tomorrow!



Trump Calls For QE4 Despite “Greatest Economy Ever”
What a difference a few years makes… Back in September 29, 2011, then-citizen Donald J. 
Trump issued a stinging tweet warning of the dangers in the Federal Reserve’s loose 
monetary policies. Fast forward to last Friday and President Trump is now calling on the 
Federal Reserve to slash interest rates and to stop quantitative tightening… presumably 
because the U.S. economy has never been stronger? This won’t end well. (WSJ) 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-adviser-kudlow-says-cain-moore-would-help-balance-fed-board-11554473696?mod=hp_lead_pos2


Saudi Arabia Threatens To Ditch U.S. Dollar In Oil Trade
Washington’s recent renewed support for a controversial bill known as NOPEC, 
or the No Oil Producing and Exporting Cartels Act, is stirring up the 
terror-supporting regime of Saudi Arabia, causing them to lash out with fresh 
threats against the U.S. The bill would officially treat OPEC as the illegal cartel 
that it is and would allow the U.S. to sue OPEC states for manipulating oil 
supplies to their advantage. In a 2011 book, Mr. Trump voiced strong
support for NOPEC legislation. However, since becoming 
President, Trump has turned silent. File this one 
under the latest shot across the bow 
at the failing petrodollar system.
(Reuters)

https://followthemoney.com/preparing-for-the-collapse-of-the-petrodollar-system-part-1/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-saudi-usa-oil-exclusive/exclusive-saudi-arabia-threatens-to-ditch-dollar-oil-trades-to-stop-nopec-sources-idUSKCN1RH008
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Bonus Training Video: $99 Yours Free!



NEW PODCAST: Lessons From The World’s 
Greatest Stock Traders
On this week's podcast, listen as Jerry Robinson 
delivers a rare presentation on the lessons that 
he has learned from five of the world’s 
greatest stock traders. We reach into our 
vast archives to bring you an excerpt from a 
powerful foundational teaching recorded at 
our 2018 Follow The Money Summit. 
Listen now

https://followthemoney.com/lessons-from-the-worlds-greatest-stock-traders/


ETF UPTREND/DOWNTREND ALERTS
MEMBERS ONLY



TAN: It’s Time to Take Gains in Solar ETF (TAN)
The solar energy industry is off to a great start in 2019. Since adding the Solar 
Energy ETF (TAN) to our model uptrend portfolio back on January 18, the ETF has 
rallied more than 20%. While we believe more gains lie ahead, position traders 
should now be taking some gains off the table here. 

+20.5% since Jan 
18 uptrend alert 
at $20.59!



Trailblazer ETF Model Portfolio Soars In 2019!
Position Uptrend Model Portfolio

View online at https://followthemoney.com/trailblazer-etfs

https://followthemoney.com/trailblazer-etfs


ARKG: It’s Time to Take Gains in Genomics ETF (ARKG)
Since calling a new Position uptrend in the ARK Genomic Revolution ETF (ARKG) 
back on January 18, the ETF has lept nearly 20%. We strongly suggest position 
traders book some profits on any trade once it reaches a 20% gain. One strategy 
would include selling half of your shares on Monday and letting the other half run 
with a 10% trailing stop loss.

+19.7% since Jan 
18 uptrend alert 
at $28.85!



2019 Trend Trading 
Bootcamp 
June 1 

8:30am-4pm
Rogers, Arkansas

$997 $297/per person
(Early Bird Discount)

Reserve Your Seat 
summit.followthemoney.comhttps://followthemoney.com/bootcamp



S&P 500 Index



S&P 500 Index - Commentary
The S&P 500 index remains in a confirmed Position uptrend and is now supported by a new 
Long-Term uptrend, which confirmed last week. The S&P 500 index rose more than 2% last 
week as it smashed above key $2875 resistance. In addition to continuing its massive Position 
uptrend, the S&P 500 index confirmed a new Long-Term uptrend last week as April opened 
with a strong showing after a solid first quarter. While the index is still trading just below 2018 
highs, it appears that this hurdle could be overcome in the coming days or weeks. Rising 
optimism over U.S.-China trade talks and increasingly lax central bank policies appear to be 
assuaging investor concerns about the broader global economic picture. For the first time since 
May 2016, all 3 major U.S. indices have formed golden crosses over the last 30 days, which 
occur when the 50 DMA crosses above the 200 DMA. (Keep reading)

https://followthemoney.com/market-trakker/


S&P 500
BULLISH: S&P 500 Breaks Out of Key Resistance Zone



S&P 500 
S&P 500 Market Breadth Remains In Bullish Zone



DOW 30
BULLISH: Dow Jones Rallies Strong Toward All-Time Highs



NASDAQ
Nasdaq Breaks Out Above $7850 Resistance



Physical Gold
Gold Struggles Amid Rising U.S. Dollar; Solid $1280 Support



Physical Silver
Silver Holds Uptrend; Watch $15.00 Support



Bitcoin
Bitcoin Explodes Higher in April; Holding $5,000 Level



Smartscore 
Rankings 

now online 
and updated 

weekly!

https://followthemoney.com/smartscore



Trading Ideas
Stocks/ETFs In Play

View Daily Trading Diary

https://followthemoney.com/dailytrade/
https://followthemoney.com/dailytrade/
https://followthemoney.com/dailytrade/


VIDEO: Is This The Greatest Economy Ever?
A decade after the 2008 crash, the Fed has 
been unable to raise rates beyond 2.5% 
without quaking the markets. Join trading 
coach Jerry Robinson for a reality check on 
the true condition of the US economy. And 
later, he shares an exciting cannabis stock 
with a growing global footprint, as well as his 
favorite CBD stock.  Watch Now

https://followthemoney.com/is-this-the-greatest-economy-ever/


Talk to Financial Advisor -- Free of Charge
Have you heard of our Christian Advisor Referral 
(C.A.R.) service? It is a network of Bible-believing 
financial advisors helping people just like you turn 
your hard-earned money into a solid retirement 
game plan using sound financial strategies. Simply 
complete our secure online questionnaire, and let 
us connect you with a highly-experienced advisor 
for a 100% free, no strings attached consultation. 
Learn More

https://followthemoney.com/advice/
https://followthemoney.com/advice/





